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Abstract

The interactions of adherent cells with their insoluble extra-
cellular matrices are complex and challenging to study in the
laboratory. Approaches from interface science have been
important to preparing models of the biological matrix wherein
discrete ligands are immobilized and interact with cellular re-
ceptors. A recent theme has been to develop dynamic sub-
strates, where the activities of immobilized ligands can be
modulated in real-time during cell culture. This short opinion
reviews the strategies to manipulate ligand activity, highlights
recent work that has advanced the field and discusses the
applications that have been enabled. This work suggests that
dynamic substrates will continue to find important uses in basic
and applied biointerfaces.
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Introduction
Most cells in the body are adherent, and must attach to
and interact with a protein matrix in order to survive,
proliferate and maintain their normal functions [1e3].
The interactions between the cell and insoluble matrix
are mediated by molecular recognition between re-
ceptors on the cell-surface and ligands within the
matrix. A major theme in bio-interface science has been
the design and assembly of model substrates that mimic
the protein matrix by presenting ligands that can
mediate cell adhesion and isolate signaling activities
that are present in vivo [4e7]. The first and still majority

of model substrates used in cell adhesion are static
structuresdin that the composition and arrangement of
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immobilized ligands is not intended to change during
cell culturedyet biological matrices are highly dynamic
and modulate the display of ligands and mechanical
properties in ways that are important to regulating cell
function. In this Opinion, we review recent work in
developing dynamic substrates that can alter adhesion as
well as the ligand-receptor interactions with adherent
cells, and we discuss recent applications for these
exciting bio-interfaces (see Figure 1).

In tissue, the extracellular matrix is an aggregate of large
proteins and glycansdfor example, fibronectin, the

collagens, and laminindthat present peptide and car-
bohydrate ligands, that have relevant mechanical prop-
erties, and that bind soluble proteins for presentation to
the cell [1]. Cells use membrane-bound protein re-
ceptors, primarily of the integrin family, to bind peptide
motifs in the matrix [8]. The Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD)
tripeptide from fibronectin is the best characterized of
these ligands and binds to approximately one half of the
integrin family of receptors [9]. When bound to the
matrix, the receptors organize into clusters known as
focal adhesions and which both regulate signaling

pathways and integrate the cellular cytoskeleton with
the matrix. This peptide has also been the most
important for modifying materials to permit cell adhe-
sion, both for fundamental studies of cell adhesion and
signaling and also for promoting tissue interactions in
clinically relevant biomaterials [10,11].

A critical complication in the design and use of any
model substrate for cell adhesion is that proteins adsorb
non-specifically to essentially all synthetic materials,
and this adsorption can block interactions with immo-

bilized ligands and can introduce unintended ligands
that facilitate cell adhesion. Hence, it is important to
use materials that are modified so that they prevent the
non-specific adsorption of protein and attachment of
cells, so that all interactions with an adherent cell
involve ligands that are immobilized to the substrate.
Materials having this property include substrates
modified with hydrogels, self-assembled monolayers,
and plasma-deposited films that present short oligomers
of the ethylene glycol group [12e14]. Many chemistries
are available for immobilizing ligands to these sub-

strates. Further, a large effort has developed a suite of
methods for patterning ligands to the substratesdwith
feature sizes ranging from nano to microdand that can
be used to control the shapes, sizes and positions of cells
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1

Distinct strategies for designing dynamic substrates that modulate cell-substrate interactions: A) Uncaging or cleavage of a ligand with a
photo/electro-labile group; B) uncaging of a receptor for ligand binding; C) conformational switching of ligand chains; D) modulation of lateral
ligand mobility.
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as well as the sub-cellular location of cellular attach-
ments to the matrix [15e17].

The first examples of dynamic substrates were reported
nearly twenty years ago. Wong, Langer and Ingber

cultured aortic endothelial cells on conducting poly-
pyrrole films that could be electrochemically oxidized or
reduced, and they showed that cell growth and spreading
were different on the two states of the surface [18].
Okano and co-workers developed poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide) substrates for cell culture and
harnessed the thermal phase transition of this material
between states that promoted or prevented cell attach-
ment. They showed that cells could be cultured on the
material at incubator temperatures, but released when
the substrates were cooled to room temperature [19].
They developed this approach for culturing cells into

sheets for tissue engineering applications. To realize
molecular-level control over ligandereceptor in-
teractions, our early work developed electroactive self-
assembled monolayers of alkanethiolates on gold that
allowed the activities of immobilized RGD ligands to be
turned on or off in response to applied potentials. In one
example, monolayers were patterned with the RGD
adhesion ligand, and where the surrounding areas
presented a hydroquinone group against an inert back-
ground of tri(ethylene glycol) groups. Hence, 3T3
fibroblast cells attached and spread within the patterned

regions. Application of an oxidizing potential to the
substrate converted the hydroquinone groups to the
www.sciencedirect.com
corresponding benzoquinone groups, which could then
undergo a DielseAlder reaction with a RGD-
cyclopentadiene conjugate to immobilize the peptide.
This process effectively removed the pattern and
allowed the cells to migrate [20]. We also reported stra-

tegies for electrochemically releasing ligands from the
monolayer and uncaging immobilized ligands [21,22].

These early examples motivated a substantial effort in
biointerface science and engineering to develop and
apply dynamic substrates in cell biology. Most examples
have used applied potentials and light to effect changes
in the properties of the substrate, but examples with
mechanical and magnetic forces, with enzymes and with
solution additives have also been used. In this Opinion,
we review these basic strategies, with particular atten-
tion to advances reported in the past three years. We end

with a discussion of the applications for these dynamic
substrates.

Electrochemical modulation
Electrochemical strategies were first used by our group
to modulate the structure of bio-interfaces with well-
defined molecular control. These strategies were
motivated by the use of self-assembled monolayers of
alkanethiolates on gold for fundamental studies of
electron transfer and showed that redox-active groups
that were attached to the monolayers could be effi-
ciently oxidized and reduced through applied poten-
tials [23]. By designing molecular groups that are
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2018, 38:80–87
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82 Biological Colloids and Interfaces
stable in one oxidation state but undergo reaction in a
second oxidation state, we demonstrated how the ac-
tivities of immobilized ligands can be modulated. In
one example, we prepared monolayers that had the
RGD peptide immobilized by way of a benzoquinone
ester linker. This linker was stable, but upon reduc-
tion, the phenolic group of the hydroquinone reacted
with the ester to give a lactone with release of the

RGD peptide. We demonstrated that these monolayers
could release adherent cells in response to an applied
reducing potential [21]. In another example, we
exploited the reactivity of aldehyde groups on a surface
[24]. We designed an electrolabile protecting group for
the aldehyde functionality by forming an acetal with an
ortho-hydroxymethyl hydroquinone. Application of a
positive potential resulted in uncaging of the aldehyde
and allowed the non-specific adhesion of cells. In this
way, we could create surfaces that were patterned with
RGD and where the alternate regions had the caged

aldehyde. Cells would only attach to the former regions
and remain there during culture. When an oxidative
potential was applied to the substrate cells initiated
migration from their initial positions.

Yousaf and co-workers introduced another reaction of
benzoquinone groups, termed oxime click chemistry. Li-
gands functionalizedwith a hydroxylamine group could be
conjugated to the benzoquinone group of amonolayer, but
were then released following electrochemical reduction at
physiological pH with regeneration of the hydroquinone.

Using this strategy, monolayers were prepared that
presented both the RGD peptide and a hydroquinone
group [25]. In this way, a second ligand could be immo-
bilizeddhere, the ‘synergy’ ligand PHSRN from fibro-
nectindto increase the complexity of the substrate, and
still allow release of the ligand at a later time in culture.
These surfaces should prove useful for addressing the
synergistic/antagonistic effects of the roles multiple li-
gands play in cellular processes. In another example, these
electrically responsive surfaces were used to compare cell
migration between static and stimulated conditions
[26�]. The observation that cell behavior depended on

whether cells were initially confined to a patterned region
revealed that cell migration is dependent on history and,
in a broader sense, demonstrated the value of these dy-
namic surfaces for studying how cell-matrix-mediated
processes are spatiotemporally regulated.

Langer and coworkers developed incompletely formed
monolayers, or low-density SAMs (LDSAMs) that pre-
sent charged tail groups [27]. The low density is
achieved by assembly of alkanethiols that have bulky end
groups (i.e. trityl groups). These groups are sterically

demanding and will limit the density of alkanethiolates
within the monolayerdwith larger groups giving lower
densitiesdbut the groups can then be removed to give
monolayers that lack close packing of the alkane chains,
and therefore are not constrained to a trans-extended
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conformation but can sample many conformations.
When the chain is terminated in a charged group,
application of an applied repulsive potential can either
force it into an ‘extended’ conformation or with the
attractive potential, enforce a ‘bent’ conformation. The
wettability of the surface depends on the conformation,
with the ‘extended’ surfaces having a hydrophilic prop-
erty and the ‘bent’ having a hydrophobic character. It was

also found that the attachment of bacteria to monolayer
was dependent on the conformation of alkanethiolates
[28,29]. One concern with the low density monolayers is
whether the lack of packing of chains gives a less stable
layer, or whether lateral mobility of the chains can lead to
a surface having patches of well-packed alkanethiolates,
which are then unable to undergo electrostatically-
driven changes in conformation.

Photochemical modulation
Early photochemical strategies for manipulating the ac-
tivities of immobilized ligands were based on photo-
protected ligands that are inactive, but that can be
uncaged with light to yield the active ligand. For example,
an early report by Del Campo and coworkers prepared
alkylsiloxane monolayers that presented a RGD peptide
that was blocked at the aspartate residue with a nitro-
phenyl protecting group [30]. Without illumination, 3T3
fibroblasts were unable to attach to the substrate. How-
ever, irradiation of the substrate with 350 nm light

through a mask resulted in spatial deprotection of the
RGD peptides and subsequently directed cell attach-
ment to the patterned regions. Nakanishi and coworkers
first applied this strategy to demonstrate a dynamic
substrate, wherein activation could be performed while
cells were already present on the substrate [31]. In this
case, however, rather than uncaging RGD, removal of the
photoprotecting group resulted in loss of adsorbed albu-
min followed by adsorption of exogenously added fibro-
nectin. Thus, surfaces were UV irradiated through a
photomask to initially pattern the cells followed by a

second irradiation in culture to pattern a second cell type.
These approaches are general and recently have been
applied towards activation of the laminin-based IKVAV
peptide and an a5b1 integrin-specific ligand [32�,33].

A limitation in the use of light-controlled strategies for
modulating cell adhesion is the potential for cytotoxic
effects of UV and near-UV light sources. This concern
can be mitigated by using short pulses of light and
protecting groups that respond to visible light (i.e.
BODIPY-based) or those that undergo two-photon

excitation. However, an alternative strategy employs
lanthanide-doped upconversion nanoparticles
(UCNPs), wherein multiple photons at near-IR wave-
lengths can be absorbed and re-emitted locally at shorter
wavelength UV light, hence enabling the uses of tradi-
tional photoprotecting groups with milder light treat-
ments [34,35�]. The Qu lab first demonstrated the use
of these strategy for controlling cell adhesion by
www.sciencedirect.com
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immobilizing nanoparticles on quartz substrates and
covalently attaching photocleavable linkers terminated
in RGD. Light with a wavelength of 980 nm could be
used to uncage the peptides; the greater tissue pene-
tration with longer wavelengths allowed in vivo applica-
tions of this method.

Additionally, though photocleavable methods are irre-

versible and allow one-time switching of adhesion states,
photoisomerization approaches enable dynamic surfaces
that can be reversibly modulated multiple times. In these
approaches, the structural changes triggered in a chro-
mophore lead to an alteration of the accessibility of a
terminal ligand (i.e. RGD) for cell attachment. The two
most commonly used isomerization groups are the
azobenzenes, which undergo isomeric changes in double
bond configuration in the presence of UV light, and the
spiropyrans, which undergo a ring-opening at 350 nm to
the merocyanine form and ring-closing at 560 nm. The

spiropyran group can be directly used as a cell adhesion
“ligand” as the spiropyran form displays a stronger
interaction with fibronectin than does the merocyanine
form [35�]. With the azobenzenes, the group can either
be used as a linker terminated in RGD [36] or as a ter-
minal group itself for host-guest interactions with func-
tionalized cyclodextrins [37e40]. In the former case,
Selhuber-Unkel and co-workers altered the photo-
physical properties of the azobenzene via “pushepull”
substitution with an electron-withdrawing and electron-
donating group [41�]. The generated species displayed

a rapid cis -trans back-reaction (102e105 Hz) that enabled
studies of integrin-mediated cellular responses to oscil-
latory “tickling” forces at previously inaccessible time
scales, though the incomplete photoisomerization of the
azobenzene chromophore is a limitation.

The photochemical strategies for modulating the ac-
tivities of immobilized ligands offer many benefits over
other strategies. First, the literature on photocaged
molecules is extensivedwith a significant amount
directed towards uncaging ligands in cell culturedand
offers a wide choice of protecting groups for different

functional groups. Second, the photodeprotection re-
actions often proceed rapidlydin seconds when using
laser sources on a microscopedand in high yield. Third,
these strategies give excellent spatio-temporal control
in activating immobilized ligands, making it straight-
forward to control activation at mm length scales. The
potential concerns are that the photoprotecting groups
can sometimes cause significant non-specific adsorption
of protein and therefore cell attachment, and care must
be taken to avoid unintentional exposure to light before
or during the cell culture.

Solution additives for modulation
The development of zwitterionic surfaces as a leading
class of inert substrates has led to the strategy of
www.sciencedirect.com
manipulating interfacial charge to control cell adhesion.
The anti-fouling property of these surfaces is based on
having strong solvation about each ionic center, but
maintaining an overall net neutral charge. Hence,
strategies that screen the charges or remove the zwit-
terionic character (through changes in pH) have been
recently used to modulate cell adhesion. In one
example, the Yang group developed polyzwitterionic

brushes with imidazolium and sulfonate components
(polyVBIPS) that were anti-fouling at high ionic
strengths and adhesive at low ionic strengths [42]. With
this “anti-polyelectrolyte effect,” the presence of salt
disrupts the inter/intra-chain electrostatic interactions
of the polymer brushes in the collapsed conformation
to yield a more extended (and inert) state. In another
example, the Jiang lab employed a zwitterionic polymer
brush containing a tertiary amine and carboxylic acid
groups and could cycle between charge-neutral states
that are cell adhesive (pH 4e8) and charged states that

promote adhesion (pH < 4 or pH > 8) [43��].
Importantly, the cationic and anionic adhesive regimes
could support adsorption of both oppositely charged
proteins and be cycled for sequential adsorption and
release. We note that polyelectrolyte gels also exhibit
pH and ionic strength-dependent properties but are
less commonly employed for dynamically controlling
cell adhesion.

Magnetic modulation
The dynamic strategies described above give examples
of the modulation of ligand activity. However, interfacial
interactions in biology between cellular receptors and
surfaces are often multivalent and can be dependent on

the lateral organization or clustering of a ligand. Indeed,
extensive studies with supported lipid bilayer substrates
(SLBs) that are functionalized with adhesion ligands
have allowed the modulation of lateral organization of
ligands for cell adhesion. Recently, Bian and coworkers
pioneered the development of RGD-presenting surfaces
whose two-dimensional mobility could be tuned in
response to an applied magnetic field [44,45��]. The
ligands were conjugated to magnetic nanoparticles,
which in turn were bound to a silica surface by way of a
flexible linker. The ligand mobility could then be

modulated with a magnetic field oscillating at varying
frequencies. Importantly, this work found that stem cell
adhesion, spreading, and differentiation were depen-
dent on the frequency of the field oscillation, with
greater spreading observed at lower frequencies. This
observation aligns with our current understanding of
integrin-mediated events that require sufficient time
and pre-organization for focal adhesion maturation and
traction force sensing. In addition, considering magnetic
fields are routinely used for patient imaging and can
penetrate tissue, this stimulus bears a real potential for

the modulation of cell adhesion in vivo. Indeed, the Bian
group reported the successful modulation of adhesion
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2018, 38:80–87
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and polarization with magnetically responsive substrates
implanted in mice [45��,46].

Enzymatic modulation
The in vivo properties of extracellular matrix are often
modulated through the action of enzymes on the protein
scaffold. For example, metalloproteases digest the
insoluble matrix and allow for its remodeling and they
are also harnessed by cancer cells to permit their
migration and metastasis. Lysine 6-oxidase converts
lysine side chain amines in collagen and elastin to

reactive aldehydes that facilitate cross-linking and fibril
stabilization. Recently, citrullination (with protein
arginine deaminase enzymes) has been found to modify
cell adhesion by way of modification of arginine residues
in integrin binding sites [47]. In pioneering work,
Hubbell and coworkers developed hydrogel matrices
that included a RGD peptide for cell adhesion and a
second peptide cross-linker that was a substrate for the
metalloprotease MMP-1 [48]. In this way, the bio-
mimetic matrix could be used to study the protease-
mediated migration of cells. Ulijn and coworkers re-

ported a related strategy, wherein an immobilized RGD
peptide was inactive towards cell adhesion because it
was terminated in a bulky FMOC-Phe group [49].
Treatment with a protease released this group and
afforded a functional RGD ligand that could then
mediate cell adhesion. Ulijn and Dalby went on to apply
this strategy to control the differentiation of mesen-
chymal stem cells [50�]. They could switch on
enhanced adhesion and spreading by proteolytically
uncaging RGD peptides to increase the affinity of the
peptides. The resulting cells had a more contractile

cytoskeleton and an increased preference for
osteogenesis.

These enzyme-directed strategies are akin to the use of
light to remove photoprotecting groups, but have the
benefits that they do not require light sources and they
also use specific enzyme-substrate pairs that can give
multiple orthogonally controlled routes to modulate the
biological properties of a synthetic matrix, though they
do not offer the spatial resolution that is possible with
focused light. Finally, another exciting example showed

that cells could be engineered with designed receptors
that presented an enzyme that could act on an immo-
bilized substrate. We reported an example wherein the
enzyme cutinase could hydrolyze a hydroquinone ester,
and yield the hydroquinone, which could then be
detected using cyclic voltammetry, demonstrating a bio-
electronic interface [51].

We have organized the discussion above by the modu-
lation strategy, but were not explicit as to which stra-
tegies are most relevant for the different surface

chemistries (principally, those based on self-assembled
monolayers and on polymers). Electrochemical
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2018, 38:80–87
strategies require a conductive surface to transduce
applied electrical potentials and thus are best suited for
manipulating ligand activities present on SAMs. Ther-
mal methods are based on phase transitions in the sur-
face layer and therefore are most relevant to polymeric
and hydrogel layers. The use of light and solution ad-
ditives (including pH, metal ions, enzymes and chemi-
cal reagents) are applicable to the broad range of

chemistries discussed here. Magnetic strategies, in
contrast, necessitate paramagnetic species e iron
nanoparticles, for example e and this requirement will
limit the types of chemistries that can be used. Finally,
we note that there has been relatively little work in
extending these strategies to three-dimensional culture
systems, though the most important strategies have
relied on photochemical manipulation [52].

Applications
One notable application for the dynamic substrates is
directed towards methods for single cell analysis. Here,
surfaces are designed to initially allow the adhesion and
culture of cells, but that can then be stimulated to

release cells. As noted earlier, early work by Okano’s
group had developed poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) gels
as such a substrate [19]. When the gel composition is
tuned to undergo the phase transition just below 37 C
(which is typical in growth incubators), then cells can be
cultured but will detach when the substrate is removed
from the incubator and allowed to cool to room tem-
perature. These materials have been developed for
tissue engineering applications, for growing and recov-
ering interconnected sheets of cells. Wang and co-
workers have extended this approach by modifying

silicon nanopillar substrates with this polymeric coating
but that is further modified with an antibody that binds
epithelial cell adhesion molecule, a receptor that is
overexpressed on certain cancer cells [53]. In this way,
the surfaces are more selective in allowing a target cell
population to attach. As before, the cultured cells can be
released from the substrate upon cooling to 20 C, and
the surface undergoes reversible phase transitions to
allow repeated attachment and release of cells. In
another example, these authors prepared acrylamide
gels that were functionalized with phenylboronic acid

groups for engagement of carbohydrates on the cell
surface, and demonstrated reversible cell attachment
that was regulated by pH and soluble glucose [54].

One limitation of the thermally responsive gels is that it
is difficult to selectively release an individual cell from a
culture, since thermal conductivity of the substrate does
not allow spatial localization of the phase transition at
small (w100 mm) length scales. Photochemically-active
substrates can be used for this purpose, where focused
light can trigger the modification of a substrate and

release an individual cell, but carries the limitation that
the cultures cannot be analyzed by fluorescent
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2

A design for using a combination of applied potential and light to stimulate the release of cells from the irradiated regions [55].
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microscopy prior to release of the cells, since the sur-
faces (by design) are not stable to the light. Hence,
these strategies would make it difficult to monitor cells
in culture using microscopy, where cells having a rele-
vant phenotype can be identified and selected for

release. Gooding and coworkers recently described an
innovative light-activated electrochemical method for
releasing individual cells [55��] (See Figure 2). This
work used p-type silicon surfaces that presented an anti-
EpCAM antibody by way of a benzoquinone-based
linker that undergoes cleavage when reduced to the
corresponding hydroquinone. Cells having the EpCAM
receptor on their surfaces could attach and spread on the
substrate. Application of an electrical potential does not
lead to reduction of the benzoquinone because of poor
conductivity of the silicon substrate, but illumination of

the substrate promotes electrons to the conducting
band and allows for redox reactions at the interface, and
release of cells only in the illuminated region. This
paper demonstrated that a population of lung tumor
cells could be treated with the drug doxorubicin and
that only those cells that displayed efficient uptake of
the drug could be identified and released to permit gene
expression profiling of those cells. This example repre-
sents a compelling application for dynamic substrates
and will likely find wide use.

In another strategy, Yeo and coworkers prepared low
density monolayers that included three different chains
terminated in acidic and basic functional groups as well
as an uncharged chain. This monolayer could be
switched between three statesdzwitterionic, anionic or
www.sciencedirect.com
cationicdin response to applied potentials [56�].
Interestingly, each state had a distinct property; the
zwitterionic state resisted bacterial attachment; the
anionic state maintained attachment; and the cationic
state presented quaternary ammonium salts that have

bactericidal properties.

These examples have demonstrated the enabling ap-
plications of dynamic substrates, particularly for con-
trolling cell adhesion, proliferation and growth. These
properties can be quite useful in bioanalytical systems to
analyze and manipulate cells. Yet, the field still has not
addressed problems in signaling, where the introduction
or removal of a ligand at the cell-ECM interface results
in activation of specific signal transduction pathways.
We believe the prospects for such applications are

exciting and that the dynamic substrates can emerge as a
powerful approach in cell biology. But these studies are
more challenging and will require the collaboration of
cell biologists in designing studies and interpreting data.

The past decade has seen a substantial increase in the
development and application of strategies to dynami-
cally regulate ligand-receptor interactions at the cell-
matrix interface. The range of methods, and the
further opportunities they motivate for molecular engi-
neering of the interface, now represent a frontier area in

biointerface science. Future work will certainly see
growth in the application of these dynamic substrates to
a range of studies in cell signaling and as enabling
components of cell-based assays for drug discovery and
diagnostics.
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2018, 38:80–87
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